PAINT ACCESSORIES – REPAIR KITS
PREVAL SPRAY GUN

Sprays paints, primers, gel coats, lubricating oils, cleaners,
zinc chromate, etc. Perfect color matches in minutes. No
wires, no hoses-portable and disposable. Sprays up to 16
ounces of any liquid thinned to the same consistency as for
heavy spray equipment.
#267 Complete Set............................ P/N 09-00339................. .
#268 Power Unit................................. P/N 09-00340................. .
#269 Product Container..................... P/N 09-00341................. .

PAINT SAVER LIDS

Saves money, paint and clean-up time. Snaps
onto top of can and pulls off quickly. Prevents
drips down side of can and paint from getting
in grooves of can. Made of rigid, long-lasting,
recyclable plastic. Reusable.
P/N 09-01754......................

POUR-IT REUSABLE PAINT LID

The only reusable paint can lid that seals to the
inside of all one gallon cans. This keeps the
paint out of the lid channel for a perfect re-seal.
It keeps all contaminates out of your paint. As it
was designed for accurate pouring, it also has
a quality screw cap on the pour spout for easier
access to trim paints, primers & sealers that are
used often, in smaller quantities. Pourit eliminates hazardous paint spill,
saves clean-up time and reduces material waste. It is washable and
reusable. This product should be used anytime you open a round one
gallon can.
P/N 09-01756..................................... .

JR. POUR-IT REUSABLE PAINT LID

Quality screw cap for easy access and is large enough
for a 2” brush. It grabs the outside of the quart can so it
will seal to the inside rim. Jr. Pourit converts any quart
can into a jar for maximum material usage. It is washable and reusable. This product should be used anytime
you open a one quart can.
P/N 09-01757..................................... .

STORE-IT PAINT SAVING DISC

The only paint saving disc that floats on top of any
left over paint in a one gallon can. Storeit will eliminate the skinning and spoiling of paints in storage for
reuse at a later date. It will contain VOC’s in open
containers. It will also eliminate all of your consumer
waste disposal expenses associated with these
problems. Storeit should be used anytime a paint is
prone to skinning or any paint is put into storage for
a long period of time. It is washable and reusable.
Storeit is patented in the U.S. with other patents applied for.
		
P/N 09-01758.................................... .

SPATCHIT PAINT SPATULA

Designed to remove all of the remaining paint from
your one or five gallon container. Used as a spatula, it will eliminate the need for ‘ragging clean’ the
cans before recycling or disposal. It will eliminate
your paint waste allowing you to transfer the last bit
of paint into a smaller container for later use. This
product should be used any time you are emptying
a paint can. It is washable and reusable Spatchit
has patents pending in the U.S.
P/N 09-01759.......................
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PIPER INSPECTION FRAMES

Front & Rear Strut Opening Reinforcements - Set of 4
P/N 09-00334.............................. .
Naugahyde Cable Seal Kit - 2 slotted fuselage and 2 aileron punched
cable seals.......................................... Set of 4.... P/N 09-00335............ .
Front Trim Yoke Inspection Frame..... Set of 2.... P/N 09-00336............ .
Underwing Inspection Ring Grommet.Set of 2.... P/N 09-00337............ .
Tear Drop Reinforcement.................... Set of 2.... P/N 09-00338............ .

POLYESTER FLANNEL

45” width. For leading edge................. P/N 09-01750....................... ./yd
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Scotch-Brite™
Ultra Fine Hand Pad
7448

Use for cleaning, scuffing, deburring and
finishing by hand with water or solvents. Will
never rust.
P/N 09-01753......................... ./ea
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PAINT STRAINERS

Cone type strainer. Medium mesh
(48x36), for filtering all pigmented finishes.
P/N 09-22200..ea.
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PAINT FILTER MASKS (3M)

Effective paper throw-away masks. Give
excellent filtration for nontoxic dusts, powders and spray particles. 3M No. 8500
P/N 09-00522.................... . ea
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PAINT STIRRING PADDLE
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P/N 09-22205............................................................................................

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE PAINT CAN OPENER
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AERODYNAMIC DENT FILLER
An easy-to-use two-tube system of aluminum
filled resin & curing agent. Aluminum dent filler
may be used wherever shallow dents occur. Gel
time is 10-15 minutes at 70°F. Repair cures to
80% strength in 90 minutes. Used extensively
by the airlines and applicable to general aviation repairs.
180g Kit................P/N 80000-328..................... .

ME

P/N 09-02063............................................................................................

for more 3m™ paint supplies
and accessories see pages 345-352.
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